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1. Introduction

The block structure of certain series of group divisible designs
was studied by Bose and Connor (1952) and of certain series of
triangular and Ls(s) designs was studied by Raghavarao (1960). In
this paper, a study of block structure of certain series of extended
group divisible (EGD) designs of Hinkeltnann and Kempthorne
(1963) and hypercubic designs ofShah (1958) and Kusumoto (1965),
is made. This study throws light on thepossible series of (i) EGD
designs which can be taken as the confounded JiXSgX... XSm asym
metrical factorial experiments without confounding the main effect
of a particular factor, and (ii) hypercubic designs which can be
taken as the confounded s" symmetrical factorial experiments without
confounding the main effects of all the factors.

For the definitions of statistical terms used in this paper, we
refer to Raghavarao (1971).

2. EGD AND Hypercubic Designs

An extended group divisible (EGD) design of Hinkelmann and
Kempthorne (1963) is defined as :

Definition 2.1. An EGD design is an arrangement of
y= n (ji) treatments, in b blocks each of size A:(^v) such that (1)

1=1

every treatment occurs at most once in a block;

(2) every treatment occurs exactly in r blocks;

(3) let the vtreatments be denoted by the elements of the set
[(Xi,JC2, ,xj: X{^l,2,...,Si]. Two treatments (xi,xa,...,xj and
(x'l, x'J are called cic2...c„th associates, where c,=l when

Ci'̂ 'o when xi=x'i (<=1, 2, ..., w); and
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(4) pairs of treatments which are CiC2".Cmth associates, occur
together in XciCg—Cm blocks.

Let v==(si)(j2)-"(sm), b, r, k, AciCj—Cm's be the parameters ofan
EGD design with (2"*—1) associate classes. Let these v treatments
be partitioned into disjoint subsets 5j's, each consisting ofvfst
treatments, given as follows :
(2.1) iS/={(jCi, y, Afj+i, *m)-*1—1, 2, si), j=\, 2,
Let

Ci=l; Ci=o,j=>\, 2i mj^i. (2.2)

Further, let
m

S}

h\

Let

l[ACjC2...Cm (Sn'= 1)(Sis= 1)... (Si,=1)],

1*1, ig, ... Cj=l, when j=ii, ..., ij;
€{==0, otherwise

n^cicK..c^ (si^ -i)(j<, -1)... (j,. -1)]
(2.3)

if h Cj=l, whenJ=i\,
Cj=o, otherwise

h. h, ij=l

m

h>h »V=1
h<i3<:.<ii

-h* ,j=\, 2, ...,(w-1). (2.4)
Then we shall prove

Theorem 2.1. If in an EGD design

al +a{ + ... +al_, =o (2.5)
and the vtreatments of this EGD design, are partitioned into Sf
disjoint subsets Sj given by (2.1), then k is divisible by jf. Further,
every block of the design contains k/st treatments from each of the
subsets Si, ^2, Sj,.

: Proof; Let the number of treatments that occur in the lih

block from the Sj subset be ej .Then we have

2 (ef)=vr/j,.

^m—l
. 2]cj(e?-l)=v ... +g:

I

ISi . (2.6(
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Let

(2.7)

Then

(gi _e^)2=v [ g{ •\-g{ +- (2.8)
--{^vlsl ^ ^^r+W +-+Ji^Li- ' '•+('̂ <-1) ('•"^0 )

+g{ +-+gLi+(««-')('̂ 1+--+''l-i)
= 0.niv(si—l)lst Og +a\

This shows that

(2.9) e[ =4 =...=. ^e\=klSi.

and since e\'s must be positive integers, this implies that kis divi
sible by Si. Hence Theorem 2.1 is established.

Illustration 2.1.1. Let v=(5i)(s2)(53), Z", r,/c,'̂ loo. ^oio.'^no.
?^ioi> ^011= >^111 be the parameters ofan EGD design. Then

Sj-{{Xi, XiJ): Xi=l. 2. ..., s<}=7=l, 2, ..., S3.

al = r-Vi.

=7^100(51—1)+V<l(®2"~0.

fa —Ajio(si 1)(sa 1)>

(2.10)

//® =7^101(51—1)+^011 (•^a"^)'

hi (Si-1) (S2-I),

+aj +al =/•—Aooi +(Vi)"~'̂ ioi)('̂ i—1)-t-(Vo~Vi)('̂ a —1)
+ (^jio ^111) ('̂ 1 (''2

fl3 =0 implies that fc is divisible by S3 and further

every block of the design contains kjs^ treatments from each of the
subsets S2, Sa,,
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Let i'i (/=!, 2, m), be equal to s. Then the EGD design
discussed above becomes the hypercubic design ofShah (1958) and
Kusumoto (1965) with the parameters b, r, k, .... and
each of the disjoint subsets S\, S^, Ss will contain treatments.
The following corollary immediately follows from Theorem 2.1 :

Corollary 2.1.1. If in a hypercubic design with the para
meters b, r, k, the condition

I

(2.11) r+Xj[(j-l) (/«-1)-1]+(j-i)7v3 (5-l)^v)-(V)"+-

+(»-!)—A,_.[(,_!)(
is satisfied and the s"" treatments are partitioned into Si, S^, ...
disjoint subsets each containing j"®-! treatments, as explained earlier,
then k is divisible by s. Further, every block of the design will
contain kjs treatments from each*of the subsets S^, Ss.

Now, we shall discuss the series of EGD designs satisfying
the condition as given in (2.5) and ofhypercubic designs satisfying
the condition as given in (2.11).

Let the (jj^) (jg) ... (jm) treatment combinations of the x J2
X ... X asymmetrical factorial experiment in factors Fj, F.,, ...,

Fm;-fi being at (^=1, 2, ..., m) levels, be denoted by the treat
ments of the EGD design [See, Aggarwal (1974), p. 316] with the
parameters

V= (jl) b = [Ji (Ji-l)]...[5„_i (j™-i-1)]
r=(ji-l)...(5„_j-l),A:=5„,

(2.12) Acic2...cm=l, when all Cj's are unity,
=0, otherwise

where and Si,..,Sm-i areprimes or prime powers.

The condition ^ (a^ )=0 is satisfied by the parameters of the
J

EGD design given in (2.12). But ^ (af) is the latent root of NN'
j

with multiplicity (jm—1), whereNis the incidence matrix of the EGD
design given in (2.12). This implies [See Aggarwal (1974), p. 318]
that (jm—1) orthogonal contrasts of the treatment effects pertaining
to the main effect of the factor F™, are left unconfounded.

Let, in a similar way, the j™ treatment combinations of the s'^
symmetrical factorical experiment in m factors,fj, Fg,..., F™, each
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factor being at s levels, be denoted by the treatments of the hypercu-
bic design [See, Aggarwal (1974), p. 318] with the parameters
(2.13) b^[s(s-\)r-\ x=(s-\r-\ k=s,

X]^=X2 =... =A„_]^=0, —1

where s is a prime or a prime power.
The condition SXfl^)=0 given in (2.11) is satisfied by the

parameters of the hypercubic design given in (2.13). Noting that
S(fl<,) is the latent root of N*N*'with multiplicity m(s-l), where
N* is the incidence matrix of the hypercubic design with the para
meters as given in (2.13), we can easily see, as indicated by Aggarwal
(1974), p. 318, that the m(s-l) orthogonal contrasts of the treatment
effects'pertaining to the main effects of ail the factors, are left uncon-
founded.

Summary

This paper contains a study ofthe block structure ofcertain
series of EGD and hypercubic designs.
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